
RULES 

 

Due to the situation generated by the COVID 19 virus and the limitation of the 

number of people who can stay in the exhibition space, we inform you: 

- By simply registering for exhibitions, you are obliged to comply with the 

instructions on social distance and compliance with measures to prevent the 

spread of COVID 19 in accordance with HG43412020, as well as all normative acts 

that are or will be adopted to prevent the spread of COVID 19. (1.5 m between 

people, wearing a protective mask, hygiene measures, hand disinfection); 

- In all exhibitions, BOG will be judged in the ring in which the group will be 

judged (this will be mentioned on the sign at the entrance to each ring where 

there will be BOG in the ring); 

- The entry numbers will be sent by email (the address used for the online 

registration), and can be downloaded with the code also received by email upon 

confirmation of registration. 

- The completion of the performance books for the entered dogs will be done at 

the headquarters of the association / club of which the exhibitor is a member, 

based on the judging report. It is not filled in the exhibition! 

- The access to the place of the exhibitions will be made only on the basis of the 

schedule published before the date of the events; after the judging in the rings, 

please do not remain inside the exhibition; only the competitors who are going to 

compete in the BOG and BIS competitions are allowed to remain inside. 

GENERAL PROVISIONS: 

The exhibitions are held in compliance with FCI and ACHR regulations. Only dogs 

with a certificate of origin (pedigree) recognized by the FCI are allowed! 

Dogs imported by ACHR members and owned by them must have certificates of 

origin issued by COR. 



Entries that do not have the necessary documents attached in the working classes 

or champions, will be automatically registered in the open class without 

notification! If the applicant has omitted the mention of the judging class or has 

done it incorrectly, the registration will be made automatically in the 

corresponding class. A copy of the certificate of origin and that of the proof of 

payment of the registration fee must accompany the registration form. 

Registrations can be sent ONLINE (fill in all required fields, and after sending the 

registration, please check your email to check the registration confirmation and 

see the code for the registered dog). Please register a dog only once! 

Confirmation of email registrations will be made within 48 hours of receiving it. 

The exhibitor must pay the registration fees, even if he does not show up at the 

events. 

In case of suspension of the exhibitions, due to force majeure, the registration 

fees will not be refunded, but will be valid for the exhibitions in 2021! 

The exhibitor is solely responsible for the damage caused by his dogs. Exhibitors 

who have obtained the BOB title for their dog, have the obligation to participate 

in the final competitions, otherwise they lose the title obtained. 

It is forbidden to allow a dog to be aggressive to another! 

It is forbidden to leave dogs unattended. Interventions that affect the dogs 

structure, color or shape are prohibited. 

The sale of puppies in the exhibition area is forbidden! 

No registrations and class changes can be made on the day of the exhibition. 

The titles will be withdrawn from the dogs that won the titles: CACJ, CAC, CACL, 

CACV if they are without a microchip or are presented with another no. of 

microchip other than the one registered in the catalog. 

VETERINARY REGULATIONS: 

Dogs must have valid health documents in accordance with current legislation. 



By submitting the registration, the undersigned, I declare that I accept the 

processing of personal data GDPR 679/2016, I undertake to pay it until the date of 

the contest, even if the dog does not participate in the contest and I will comply 

with ACHR and FCI regulations. 

ENTRIES DEADLINE: 14.08.2020 


